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IN MEMORY OF M. KOECHER 
As every student of linear algebra knows, a rectangular matrix over a 
division ring can be diagonalized by elementary row and column opera- 
tions. Similarly, there are normal forms for alternating and hermitian 
matrices which can be achieved by simultaneous row and column opera- 
tions. Since matrices of this kind form the main examples of Jordan pairs, 
it is natural to ask whether similar results hold in the Jordan setting. We 
show that this is in fact the case, study the obstruction to diagonalizability, 
the defect, and also prove that nondegenerate Jordan pairs admit a rank 
function sharing many properties with classical matrix rank. 
Let V= (V+, V) be a Jordan pair and S = {e,, . . . . e,} a set of 
orthogonal idempotents. The S-diagonal elements are those in xi= 1 V,(e,). 
Now suppose that V is nondegenerate and satisfies dcc on principal inner 
ideals. An element x E V” (a = i- ) is called diagonalizabfe if x is S-diagonal 
for some S consisting of division idempotents. To see that, for matrices, 
this is the same as the usual notion of diagonalizability, suppose that V has 
in addition act on principal inner ideals. Then V contains a frame, that is, 
a finite set F of orthogonal division idempotents such that V,,(F) = 0. For 
rectangular or hermitian matrices over division rings, F can be taken to 
consist of the diagonal matrix units (e,? = Eii) whereas for alternating 
matrices over a field, e,? = Eli- 1,2i- E,,,zi-, . The Jordan analogues of 
elementary row and column operations are the inner automorphisms 
B( V:(e), V;(e)) and /?( V:(e), V,(e)) (where e E F) which generate the 
group of F-elementary automorphisms of V [6]. Any set of orthogonal 
division idempotents can be transformed (up to association) into F by an 
F-elementary automorphism [6, Th. 21. It follows that x is diagonalizable 
if and only if cp +(x) is F-diagonal for some elementary automorphism cp 
of V. This shows the equivalence with the usual definition. 
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A symmetric matrix x over a field is diagonalizable if and only if it is not 
alternating; i.e., ‘uxu # 0 for some column vector u (cf. [ 1, Th. 61). It is an 
easy exercise to show that this is equivalent to the condition yxy # 0, for 
some symmetric rank one matrix y. In the Jordan setting, rank one 
matrices correspond to simple elements, that is, elements generating simple 
( =minimal nontrivial) inner ideals; in fact, the simple elements are 
precisely the elements of rank one with respect to the rank function 
discussed later. Now our diagonalization theorem reads as follows 
(Theorem 1): An element x # 0 of a simple Jordan pair with dcc on principal 
inner ideals is diagonalizable if and only if Q ).x # 0 for some simple element 
y. The well-known normal forms of matrices alluded to at the beginning 
are all contained in this theorem. 
By Theorem 1, the obstruction to diagonalizability lies in the defect 
Def V, defined as the set of all x with Ql.x = 0 for all simple y. Defective- 
ness is a characteristic 2 phenomenon due to the quadratic nature of the 
Jordan product: Even though every z is a sum of simple elements (i.e., Y 
equals its socle) and QZx = 0 for all z implies x = 0, there may be nonzero 
defective elements. It turns out (Theorem 2) that Def V is an outer ideal 
which is itself nondegenerate with dcc on. principal inner ideals and has 
defect zero. 
As an illustration, let J’ be the Jordan pair defined by a quadratic form 
q (with associated bilinear form b) on a vector space X= I/+ = VP with 
Jordan product Q, y = b(x, y) x-q(x) y, and assume q is nondegenerate 
(q(x) = b(x, X) = 0 implies x = 0). If U, U’ is a hyperbolic pair spanning the 
hyperbolic plane H then e, = (u, u’), e, = (u’, U) is a frame of V. For 
u E HI = V’F (e,), the Bergmann operators B(u, - u) and B(u, U) agree, by 
a simple computation, with the Eichler transformation C,, [2, 52.91, and 
the defect of V is just the radical of b. Thus any x not in the radical of b 
can be mapped into H by a product of Eichler transformations. 
Let I/ be a nondegenerate Jordan pair. The rank of an element x, 
denoted rk(x), is the supremum of the lengths of chains of principal inner 
ideals determined by elements in the inner ideal generated by x. Just as for 
rings of linear transformations [ 11, Th. 2.1.253, the socle of V consists 
precisely of the finite rank elements. The rank function satisfies various 
properties familiar from matrix rank, notably the triangle inequality, and 
does not increase under structural transformations (Theorem 3). There is 
also a Jordan analogue of the Frobenius inequality involving Peirce 
gradings (Theorem 4). The proofs of these facts are complicated by the 
defect phenomenon: In contrast to ring theory [ll, Lemma 2.1.171, it is 
not true that every x of rank r is the sum of r rank one elements. In fact, 
this is equivalent to diagonalizability, and a defective x of rank r can be 
represented as a sum of r + 1 but not of r rank one elements. 
Notation and terminology follow [S]. All Jordan pairs are modules over 
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an arbitrary commutative ring k of scalars. We will also frequently use the 
results of [6, 71, in particular the fact that a nondegenerate Jordan pair 
satisfies the dcc for principal inner ideals (principal dcc) if and only if it is 
equal to its socle, and that such Jordan pairs are (von Neumann) regular. 
I thank K. McCrimmon for his careful reading of the manuscript and 
several valuable remarks. 
1. DIAGONALIZATION AND DEFECT 
Let I’ be a nondegenerate Jordan pair with principal dcc. Since we can 
replace V by V“P = (V-, V+ ), it will usually be sufficient to consider 
elements of V+. The following weak diagonal form (cf. [ 1, Lemma 71) is 
always possible. 
LEMMA 1. For every XE V+ there exists a set S = {e,, . . . . e,} qf 
orthogonal division idempotents such that 
A 2s + , 
x= C x2i- 1,2i+ 1 x,j 
i= I j=2s+ 1 
(where xii is in the Peirce space VI: relative to S) with x2ip ,,2i invertible 
in v2i- 1,2i- 1 0 V2j _ 1,2i CD V2i,2i(i = 1, . . . . s), and x,~ invertible in 
Vjj(j=2s+ 1, . . . . 2s+ t=r). 
ProbJ By [7, Th. 11, x = c + can be completed to an idempotent c, and 
V2(c) has finite capacity. By [6, Th. 11, there exists a frame {e,, . . . . e,} of 
V2(c) with the required property. 
Nondiagonalizability is a characteristic 2 phenomenon: 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf V is nondegenerate with principal dcc and 2 V = V then 
every element is diagonalizable. 
ProoJ By Lemma 1, it suffices to show that an invertible xr2g VA can 
be diagonalized in W= V,(e, + e2) = V,, @ VI,@ V22, where e,, e2 are 
orthogonal division idempotents. First note that V may be regarded as a 
Jordan pair over Z[$]. Indeed, multiplication by 2 is injective: If 2x = 0 
then Q2,V- = 4Q,X VP = Q .4V- = Q, V- = 0 which implies x = 0 by 
nondegeneracy, and one shows easily that the Jordan product QX y 
is quadratic in x and linear in y over Z[$]. Now let y,, E I’, be the inverse 
of x12. Then B(eT, - i y,,) x12 = xl2 + ${e:, Y,,, xl,} = xl2 + e: by the 
Peirce relations and since {xr2, y,,, z} = 22 for all z E W+. Hence by 
Lemma 1 of [6] or a direct calculation as above, 
B(x,2, e;) B(ei+, -iy12)x12=ei+ - Q(x12) e; E V:I 0 VA, 
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and xi2 is diagonal with respect to S= {cp(e,), rp(e,)}, where 
c~=B(e:, $Y~~)B(-x,~, e;). 
LEMMA 2. Let V be an arbitrary Jordan pair, let S = {e, , e2, e3} be a set 
of three orthogonal connected idempotents with Peirce spaces V,, and let 
x = xIz + xx3 where x,~ E VA is invertible in V,, @ V,, @ I/,,, and x33 E V& 
is invertible in V,,. Then an S-elementary transform of x is S-diagonal; more 
precisely, 
where x,; is invertible in Vii and 
q = fl(-x12, x,‘) b(-x23, xii1) fi(x33~ Y,,) 
for suitable x23, y,, in the corresponding Peirce spaces. 
Proof: Choose y,, invertible in V,, 0 V,, @ Vx3, and let 
x23 = {xi2, y,,, x3,}. Then xz2 = Q(xz3) x;’ is invertible in V,,: Indeed, 
from the identity JP20 [S, p. 191 and the Peirce relations it follows by a 
simple computation that xz2 = Q(xlz) Q( yi3) xj3. By relative invertibility of 
y,, we have Q( y ,,) x33 invertible in V,, , and by an analogous argument 
x22 is invertible in V,, and xii = Q(x,,) x22’ is invertible in V,, . Now 
compute, using the Peirce relations: 
B(x33~ Y13)tx12 +x33)=Xl2 +x33 - {X33, y,,, X12 +X33} =X12 +X33 -X23, 
B(-x23>x,1)(x12-x23+x3,) 
= Xl2 -X23+X33 + (X23, XG’, X33+X12-X23} + Q(x23) Q(x;~‘) X33 
x12-x23 +X33 +x23 - %X23) X3;’ + Q(x23) X33’ 
= XI2 -x22+x33~ 
and finally 
~(-xl*~x,1)(x12-x*2+x33) 
= Xl2 -x22+x33 + {Xl29 %A XI2 -x22+x33) 
+ Q(x12) Q(xzz’)(x,, - X22 +X33) 
= X]? _ -X22 + X33 + zQ(x12) x2;’ - X12 - Q(x,,) x22] 
= Xl1 -x22+x33. 
4x1/143.1-17 
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Remark. This calculation reflects the well-known fact that the sym- 
metric matrices 
are congruent over the integers. Similarly, Proposition 1 corresponds to the 
matrix equation 
where 
A=(; P)(:, -:>. 
THEOREM 1. A nonzero element x of a simple nondegenerate Jordan pair 
with principal dcc is diagonalizable if and only if Q ?x # 0 for some simple 
element y. 
Proof: If x = CT= I xii is diagonal with respect to e,, . . . . e, and (say) 
x,, #O then e, is a simple element and x1, =Q(e:) Q(e,)x shows 
Q(e,) x #O. Conversely, suppose Q,x #O for a simple y, and extend 
y=e - to a division idempotent e. Then the Peirce-2-component 
x2= Q(e+) Q(e_) x of x relative to e is not zero since Q(e-) x2= 
Q(e-) x = Q,x, and hence it is invertible in V,(e). By Lemma 1 of [6], we 
may replace x by an elementary transform and then assume x=x2+x,, 
relative to e. Applying Lemma 1 to x0 E V,t (e) we see that x has the weak 
diagonal form indicated there, with t > 0. If s = 0 we are done. Otherwise 
apply Lemma 2 to x12 + xzs+ I.2s+ I. This is possible since V is simple and 
therefore connected [7, Theorem 21. The result is an elementary transform 
x’ having again weak diagonal form but with s’ = s - 1 and t’ = t + 2. Now 
the theorem follows by induction. 
This motivates the following definition. Call an element x of a Jordan 
pair V defective if Q ?.x = 0 for all simple elements y. The defect of V is 
Def V= (Def I’+, Def V) where Def V” denotes the set of defective 
elements in V”. For the relation with the defect of a quadratic form, see the 
examples after Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 1. Let V be nondegenerate with principal dcc and 
0 # x E V+. Then there exists a unique decomposition V = V’ 0 V” (direct 
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sum of ideals) such that, if x=x’ +x” is decomposed accordingly, x’ is 
diagonalizable and xl’ is defective. 
This is an immediate consequence of the decomposition of V into simple 
ideals [7, Theorem 23 which is clearly compatible with the defect. 
COROLLARY 2. For a nondegenerate Jordan pair with principal dcc the 
following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) Def V=O; 
(ii) every element is diagonalizable; 
(iii) every idempotent is a sum of orthogonal division idempotents. 
Proof: (i) o (ii) is immediate from Corollary 1. For (ii) =S (iii), let c be 
an idempotent and let c, = x,i + . . . + x,, be diagonal with respect to 
e, , . . . . e,. Omitting those e, with xi, = 0 we may assume all xii # 0. Then X, 
is invertible in Vii, and d, = (xi,, x,; ‘) are orthogonal division idempotents 
such that c and d= d, + .. + d,. have the same V+-component. By [6], 
Corollary of Proposition 2, c and d are conjugate by an elementary 
automorphism, proving (iii). Finally, every x can be extended to an 
idempotent by regularity, which shows (iii) + (ii). 
2. STRUCTURE OF THE DEFECT 
Recall that a structural transformation (L g): V= W between Jordan 
pairs is a pair of k-linear maps f: V’ + Wf and g: W- + VP such that 
Q(f(x))= f&g and Q(g(y))= gQ,.f, for all XE V+ and yE W-. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let V and W be arbitrary Jordan pairs. 
(a) If (f, 8): V= W is structural then f(Def V+ ) c Def Wf and 
g(Def W- ) c Def V. 
(b) Def V is an outer ideal of V, stable under all structural transfor- 
mations. 
(c) If c is an idempotent of V then Def V,(c)= V,(c) n Def V, for 
j = 0,2, and Def V is stable under all Peirce projections. 
Proof (a) It s&ices to prove the first inclusion since (g, f ): 
Wop $ Vop is again structural. Let XE Def V+. If u=f(x) were not 
defective then v’ = Q,u # 0 for some simple v E W-. Now v generates a 
simple inner ideal M= Q, W+ of W-, and by [7, Lemma 21, g(M) is 
either a simple or a trivial inner ideal of V. In particular, g(v) is either a 
simple or a trivial element of V, proving Q(g(v)) x= 0. It follows that 
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QuQvu = Q(f(x)) Q,f(x) = (fQ,gQuf)(x) = fQ,QMu)) x = 0, hence 
QuZ~=QUQ,Q,u=O as well. But OZU’EM implies M=Q,,W+ by 
simplicity of M. Hence u = Qv. w for some w E W+, and u’ = Q”u = 
Q( Q VI W) u = Q Vi Q w Q UI u = 0, a contradiction. 
(b) Since (Q;, QZ) and (B(x, y), B(y, x)) are structural transforma- 
tions, this follows from (a). 
(c) Let i: l’,+(c) + V+ be the inclusion and p: VP + V,:(c) the 
Peirce projection. Then (i, p): V,(c) = V is structural by the Peirce rela- 
tions. Hence Def V,? (c) c Def V+ and p(Def V- )‘c Def VI: (c) by (a), 
which implies Def V,+(c) c V,?(c) n Def V+ and V,:(c) n Def VP c 
Def V,:(c). By interchanging the roles of + and -, the first part of the 
assertion follows. For the second, let x=x2 +x1 +x0 be the Peirce 
decomposition of x E Def V”. Then x2, x,, E Def V” since the diagonal 
Peirce projections are structural, and so .x, E Def V” as well. 
COROLLARY. Let W= Def V and CE W an idempotent. Then W,(c) = 
V,(c). 
Proof: This holds in fact for any outer ideal. Clearly W,(c) c VI(c). 
Conversely, if XE VT(c) then x= {c,,c~,x}EQ(~,,~) WpOc W” by 
outerness of W, 
LEMMA 3. Def V = 0 when V is nondegenerate of capacity 1. 
Proof: By [6, Th. 31, every nonzero element is simple, hence part of a 
division idempotent. In particular, every element is diagonalizable and thus 
Def V=O. 
LEMMA 4. Let V be nondegenerate of capacity 2, decompose 
v= v,, 0 v,,o v,,o v,,o v20 
relative to aframe F= {e,,e,}, andset e=e,+ez. 
(a) Def V= V:, is the radical of the bilinear form @(x, y) = 
(x, y, e, } on VA x V, with values in VA @ If;*. 
(b) Every nonzero element of Def V is invertible in V; in particular, if 
Def V # 0 then V,, = VZO = 0 and Def V is a division pair. 
(c) The elementary group E(V) acts like the identity on Def V. 
Proof Let 0 #x = x,i + xiZ + xZ2 + xIO + x2,, E V+ be defective. Then 
xi1 + xi0 is defective in the capacity 1 Jordan pair V,, 0 V,, = V,(e,) by 
Proposition 2 and thus vanishes by Lemma 3. Similarly, x2* + xZO= 0 so 
X=X**E v:,. For any y E V, the elementary transform x’ = B(e,t, - y) x is 
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again defective, and by the Peirce relations, the VI:-component of x’ is 
{x, y, e,+ }. Hence @(x, y) = 0 for all y E V;. By [6, Lemma 21, x #O 
implies x invertible in V,(e). 
We show next that x=x1* is in fact invertible in V or, what amounts to 
the same, that V,(e) = V,, @ V,, = 0. Let y,, E V; be the relative inverse of 
xl2 in v,(e). Then y12= QLv12) x,,~Def VP by outerness of the defect, 
hence c = (x,,, y,,) E Def V is an idempotent associated to e. By the 
Corollary of Proposition 2 we have V,(c) = V,(e) c Def V. But we have 
seen above that Def I/c V,, whence V,(e) = 0. This proves (b). 
Before showing VF, c Def V’ we prove (c). We may assume V,, = V20 = 0. 
Let x E V’&” and (u, u) E I/,, = V,(e,). Then B(e+, u) x = x - {e:, u, x} =x 
by the Peirce relations and the assumption on x. Furthermore, 
B(u, ei ) x = x - {u, e,:, x}, and from the identity JP9 [S, p. 141 it follows 
easily that {u, e,, x} = {x, Q(e-) U, e:- i} = 0. Thus the generators of 
E(F, V) = E( V) [6, Corollary 1 of Th. 21) act trivially on VA”, and 
(c) holds. 
Now let d be a division idempotent. Then q(d) z ei for some cp E E(V) by 
[6, Th. 23, and cp + (x) = x, showing cp (Q(d- ) x) E Q( V,; ) V& = 0 by the 
Peirce relations. This proves VAb c Def V+. Finally, all arguments hold for 
VP in place of V+ as well since { y, x, e ~ } = Q(e- ) @(x, y) so the radical 
of @ is the same as that of the bilinear form {y, x, e- ). This completes the 
proof. 
LEMMA 5. Let V be a nondegenerate Jordan pair with principal dcc. Then 
xEDef V/+ if and only if there exist orthogonal division idempotents 
e,, . . . . e,, such that 
x= C x2;- l,Zi, 
i= 1 
where 0 # x2i- ],2, E VGy I 2i is in the defect of the capacity 2 Jordan pair 
V2iG 1,ZiL 1 0 L 1,2iO v21,2i= V2(e2i- 1 + e2i). 
Proof: Write x in weak diagonal form as in Lemma 1. Then by 
Proposition 2 and Lemmas 3 and 4, x is defective if and only if t = 0 and 
x2i- 1,2i E Def V:(e,,-, + ezi) = Vt’l ,,2i. 
THEOREM 2. If  V is a nondegenerate Jordan pair with principal dcc so is 
Def V, and Def(Def V) = 0. If, in addition, V is simple and Def V # 0 then 
Def V is simple and 2V = 0. Furthermore, in this case V has finite capacity 
if and onfy if Def V does, and then rc(Def V) = [ itc( V)]. 
Pro05 Being an outer ideal, W= Def V is regular along with V, hence 
in particular nondegenerate. If we write an element x E W+ as in Lemma 5 
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then if follows from Lemma 4 and the Peirce relations that xZip l,Zi is a 
simple element of W. Thus W= Sot W, proving W has principal dcc by 
[7, Corollary 1 of Th. 11. If y,,+ 1.2i E VZ, ,,Zi is the relative inverse of 
xZ1- 1,2i in V,(e,,-, + eZi) then the f, = (xZI ~ ,,Zi, yZip ,,2i) are orthogonal 
division idempotents of W, associated to eZip i + eTr. Thus every element of 
W is diagonalizable in W, proving Def W = 0 by Corollary 2 of Th. 1. 
Now let V be simple. To show W is simple as well it suffices to have 
W,(c) n W,(d) # 0 for any two orthogonal division idempotents c and d of 
W [7, Lemma 6, Th. 21. But this follows from the Corollary of Proposi- 
tion 2 and connectedness of I’. Since 2V is an ideal of V, Proposition 1 and 
Th. 1 show 2I’=O. 
Finally, let K( I’) = n be finite and {e,, . . . . e,} a frame of V. For 
i= 1, . . . . m = [n/2] choose nonzero xZip ,,zi~ VG!, 2, and define f, as above. 
Then F= {f,, . . . . J,) is a set of orthogonal division idempotents of W, and 
W,(F)=O: Indeed, W,(F)= W,(f,+ ... +f,)= Wn V,(f,+ ..’ +f,)= 
Wn Vo(e, + ... + e2m) (since f, is associated to e2;- l + ezi) = 
Def V,(e, + . . . + e,,) (by Proposition 2(c)) = 0 since K( Vo(e, + . . + e,,)) = 
n - 2m d 1. Thus F is a frame of W and K(W) = m. On the other hand, if 
K(V) is infinite then there exists an infinite set {e,, ez, . ..} of orthogonal 
division idempotents of V giving rise, by the above construction, to an 
infinite set of orthogonal division idempotents of W, and thus K(W) is 
infinite too. This completes the proof. 
EXAMPLES. We determine the defect explicitly for the Jordan pairs 
described in the structure theorems [S, 12.12; 7, Theorem 33. Thus let V be 
a simple Jordan pair with principal dcc and Def V # 0. 
(a) Suppose V has finite capacity, and let V= CoGi, jsn V, be the 
Peirce decomposition of V with respect to some frame (e,, . . . . e,>. By 
Lemma 3, Vi, = 0 for i = 1, . . . . n. Thus V contains invertible elements. There 
are two cases. 
(i) V is the Jordan pair of a Jordan algebra H,(R, j, R,) of her- 
mitian matrices where the possible coordinate algebras C = (R, j, R,) are 
listed in [3, 6.4.1, case III]. Here V,, z R and {x, y, et } E V: corresponds 
to xj -t- yl E R,. It is an easy exercise to show that V!, # 0 if and only if 
R = K is a commutative field of characteristic 2 and j is the identity. Hence 
in this case V& = V,, and Def V is the Jordan pair of alternating ( = sym- 
metric with zero diagonal since the characteristic is 2) n x n matrices 
over K. 
(ii) V is an outer ideal in a Jordan pair of a quadratic form. Since 
V is not a division pair, it follows from [9, Sect. 31 that it has the following 
structure: V’ = K,, . u @ K, . o @ A4 where K is a field of characteristic 2, A4 
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is a K-vectorspace with a nondegenerate quadratic form q representing 1, 
and K0 c K is an additive subgroup containing 1 and satisfying 
q(M) K, c Ko. Extend q to a quadratic form on X = K. u @ K. u @ A4 by 
q(1u @ puv @ W) = 1~ + q(w) and let b(x, y) = q(x + y) - q(x) - q(y) be the 
associated bilinear form. Then the Jordan product on V is given by 
Q,y= h(x, y) x-q(x) y. Also, e, = (u, u), e2 = (u, U) is a frame of V 
with Vii s (K,, K,) and Vh = M, and {x, y, e,? } = b(x, y) .e,+ for 
(x, y)~ I’:,x V,=MxM. H enceDefV’=M’-={xEM:b(x,M)=O}is 
the defect of the quadratic form q on M (cf. [2, 8.11). Note, however, that 
the Jordan pair of an anisotropic quadratic form is a division pair and thus 
has defect zero although the quadratic form may be defective. 
(b) If V has infinite capacity then it is the direct limit of the finite 
capacity subpairs VZ(e) where e runs through the idempotents of I’, and 
I’,(e) is the Jordan pair of H,(C) for an associative coordinate algebra C. 
By Proposition 2(c) and case (i) above we have C= (K, Id, K,) where K is 
a field of characteristic 2, and Def I’= l&r Def V,(e) is a direct limit of 
alternating matrices over K. 
3. THE RANK FUNCTION 
Let V be a nondegenerate Jordan pair. For an element x E V” let rk(x), 
the rank of x, denote the supremum of the lengths of all finite chains 
[x0] c [xi] c ... c [x,] of principal inner ideals [xi] = Q(xi) V-” where 
xi belongs to the inner ideal (x) = k .x + [x] generated by x, and the 
length of such a chain is the number of strict inclusions. Clearly, rk(x) 
is a nonnegative integer or cc and depends only on (x). Also note 
that xi= Ax + Q,ye (x) implies [x,] c [x] by the identity {x, y, Q,z} = 
Qr{ y, x, z}. Hence a chain of length n = rk(x) must have x0= 0 and 
C&II = [xl. 
In the standard examples of Jordan pairs of rectangular or hermitian 
matrices over division rings, the rank defined here is just the matrix rank, 
whereas for alternating matrices over a field it is one-half the matrix rank. 
A nonzero element x of a Jordan pair of a nondegenerate isotropic quadratic 
form q over a field has rank one or two depending on whether q(x) = 0 or 
q(x) #O. It should be noted also that for Jordan pairs over a field, the 
notion of rank one element as defined in [S] is more restrictive than the 
present one. 
Two elements U, x E I’” are called orthogonal (u I x) if u = cO, x = d, 
are part of orthogonal idempotents c = (c +, c_ ) and d = (d,, dp ). For 
example, if V= V’ 0 I”’ is the direct sum of two regular ideals and 
x = x’ + x” decomposes correspondingly then x’ I x”. 
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PROPOSITION 3. The rank function of a nondegenerate Jordan pair has 
the following properties. 
(1) rk(x)=Oox=O. 
(2) rk(x) < GO ox is in the socle. In this case, x is regular, and if 
x = c, is part of an idempotent c then rk(x) = K( I’,(c)). 
(3) rk(x) = 1 ox is a simpIe element. 
(4) Zf (x) c (u) then rk(x) d rk(u). 
(5) rWrv) < rk(x). 
(6) Zf(x)c(u) andrk(x)=rk(u)<co then (x)=(u). 
(7) Zfu I x then rk(u+x)=rk(u)+rk(x). 
Proof (1) follows from nondegeneracy, and (2) from [7, Th. 11. 
A simple element x generates a simple inner ideal (x) = [x] and thus has 
rank one. Conversely, a rank one element x is regular by (2), and therefore 
(x) = [x] is a simple inner ideal by the rank one condition, proving x sim- 
ple. (4) is immediate from the definition and (5) from (4) and ( Qru) c (x). 
By (2), elements x and u of finite rank are regular, so [x] = (x) and 
[u] =(u). If [x] is properly contained in [u] then rk(u)>rk(x) + 1, 
proving (6). Finally, let u I x. If rk(u + x) = cc then either rk(u) or rk(x) 
is infinite by (2) and there is nothing to prove. Thus assume rk(u+x) 
finite, and U= c,, x=d, for orthogonal idempotents c and d. Then 
u 5 Q(u + x) c-, has finite rank by (5), and similarly rk(x) < co. Let 
W= V,(c + d). Then W,(c) = V,(c) and W,,(c) = V,(d). Hence by [6, 
Lemma 51 rk(u+x)=K(W)=x( W2(c))+K( W,(c))=K(V,(c))+x(V,(d))= 
rk(u) + rk(x). 
COROLLARY 1. Zf V = Sot V is nondegenerate and contains invertible 
elements then K(V) = n is finite, and an element x is invertible if and only if 
rk(x) = n. 
ProoJ: In a Jordan pair containing invertible elements, XE V” is 
invertible if and only if [x] = V”. Now the corollary follows from (6) and 
[6, Th. 31. 
COROLLARY 2. Let x E Sot V+ be written in weak diagonal form as in 
Lemma 1. Then rk(x) = 2s + t. 
This is clear from (7) and Corollary 1. 
LEMMA 6. Let V be nondegenerate. 
(a) Zf U c V is a full subpair then the rank function of U is the restric- 
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tion of the rank function of V to U. In particular, this holds for the socle 
sot v. 
(b) Let W= Def(Soc V). Then rk,(x) = irk(x) for x in W. 
Proof: (a) A full subpair has Q, Up”= Q, VP” for all XE U” (cf. 
[7, Sect. l]), hence (a) follows immediately from the definition. The socle 
is a regular ideal and thus a full subpair. 
(b) By (a), we may assume V = Sot V has principal dcc. Repre- 
senting x as in Lemma 5, we have rk(x) = 2s, and xZi- 1,2i is a simple 
element of W hence rk ,+,(x) = s. 
THEOREM 3. Let V and W be nondegenerate Jordan pairs. 
(a) rk(u + x) d rk(u) + rk(x), for all u, x E VU. Zf u and x have finite 
rank then equality holds if and only if u I x. 
(b) Let (f, g): V e W be structural. Then rk(f(x)) < rk(x) and 
rk(g(y))<rk(y),for XE V+, YE W . 
Proof: (a) We may assume r~ = +. If either u or x has infinite rank 
there is nothing to prove. If u and x have finite rank we may replace V by 
its socle so V is nondegenerate with principal dcc, and by decomposing V 
into simple summands we may even assume V simple (cf. the remark 
preceding Proposition 3). First suppose rk(x) = 1; extend u = c, to an 
idempotent c, and let x=x2 +x1 +x0 be the Peirce decomposition of x 
relative to c. We distinguish the following cases. 
Case 1. x,#O. Then by [7, Lemma4], u+x=c+ +x is conjugate to 
c, + d, by an automorphism fixing c + where d is division idempotent 
orthogonal to c. Since the rank function is clearly invariant under 
automorphisms, rk(u+x)=rk(c+ +d+)=rk(c+)+rk(d+)=rk(u)+ 1 = 
rk(u) + rk(x), and we also have u I x. 
Case 2. x, #0=x,. Then u+x is conjugate to u by [7, Lemma 51, 
and therefore rk(u +x) = rk(u). 
Case 3. x0=x, =O. Then u+x= c, +X,E V:(c)=(u) and hence 
rk(u+x) <rk(u) by (4) of Proposition 3. 
Next, if rk(x) = n and x is diagonalizable then x is an orthogonal sum 
of n rank one elements, and the triangle inequality follows by an obvious 
induction. To prove the second statement of (a) in this case, write 
x = x’ + x” where x’ -L x” and rk(x’) = 1. Then rk(u) + rk(x”) + 1 = 
rk(u) + rk(x) = rk(u + x) (by hypothesis) = rk((u + x”) + x’) < 
rk(u + x”) + 1 < rk(u) + rk(x”) + 1 (by induction) implies rk(u + x”) = 
rk(u) + rk(x”) and rk(u’ + x’) = rk(u’) + rk(x’) where u’ = u + x. By what 
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we proved above, u’ I x’ hence u’ E V,+ (d’) where d’ is a division idempo- 
tent with dl, =x’. By induction, u I x” whence U, XE [u’] c V$(d’) since 
V,(d’) is a full subpair. Therefore u and x” can be extended to orthogonal 
idempotents in V,(d’), and it follows easily that u and x=x’+ x” are 
orthogonal. 
If x is not diagonalizable but u is then we interchange the roles of x and 
U. This leaves the case where neither x nor u is diagonalizable. But then 
they are defective by Th. 1 and hence are diagonalizable in Def V by Th. 2. 
Now the assertion follows from Lemma 6(b). 
(b) Inasmuch as (g, f) is again structural it suffices to prove the first 
inequality. If x has infinite rank there is nothing to prove. By [7, Proposi- 
tion 21, we may therefore assume V = Sot V and W = Sot W. If x = x’ + x” 
is an orthogonal sum and (b) holds for the constituents then it holds for 
x as well, by (a) and additivity ofJ: This reduces us to the case where x 
is either diagonalizable or defective (Corollary 1 of Th. 1). If x has rank 
one then it is simple and by [7, Lemma 21, f(x) is either simple or zero, 
proving rk(f(x)) d rk(x) in this case. Thus if x is diagonalizable we are 
done, and if it is defective then it is diagonalizable in Def V and the asser- 
tion follows from Proposition 2 and Lemma 6. 
Applying (b) to the inner structural transformations, we get 
COROLLARY 1. (a) rk(Q, y) < min(rk(x), rk(y)), and rk(B(x, y) z) d 
rk(z). In particular, rk(c+) = rk(cc) for any idempotent c. 
(b) rf x = x2 + x, + x0 is the Peirce decomposition of an element x 
relative to some idempotent then max(rk(x,), rk(x,)) d rk(x). 
COROLLARY 2. Let rk(x) = r -C CO. Then x is diagonalizable if and only if 
it is the sum of r rank one elements. 
This follows from (a) of Theorem 3, and naturally raises the question: 
How many rank one elements are needed to represent a defective element of 
rank r? The answer is 
COROLLARY 3. Let V be simple and x a defective element of rank 
r = 2s > 0. Then x is the sum of r + 1 elements of rank one. 
Proof: Write x = xi2 +xX4 + . . f + xZS+ ,,2s as in Lemma 5. Then xi2 is 
the sum of three simple elements: Indeed, let u = E( -xiZ, e, ) e: = 
e: + xi2 + Q(xlZ) e; E VA 0 VA@ V2+2. Then rk(u) = rk(Q(x,,) e;) = 1 
by Corollary 1 (observe Q(x,,) e; #O since xi2 is invertible in 
V,, @ V,,@ V,,). Hence xi2 = u-e: - Q(x12) e; is the sum of three 
elements of rank one. Now let x’ = u + x34 + . . . + xZS _ ,,2S. Then 
Q(e;) x’ = e, # 0. By Theorem 1, x’ is diagonalizable, hence a sum 
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of rk(x’) = 1 + 2s - 2 = 2s - 1 simple elements. It follows that 
x= -eT - Q(x,,) e; + x’ is a sum of 2s + 1 simple elements. 
In view of the examples after Theorem 2, this says in particular: 
COROLLARY 4. An alternating matrix of rank r over a field of charac- 
teristic 2 is the sum of r + 1 but not of r symmetric matrices of rank one. 
We now prove a rank inequality which may be considered the Jordan 
analogue of the Frobenius inequality 
rk(xy) + rk( yz) d rk(xyz) + rk(y1 
for matrices. It was M. Koecher who noted that this is equivalent to the 
inequality 
rk(: i)+rk(z i)<rk(: i)+rk(E z) 
for block matrices (cf. [4, 2.6.41). Since 
rk(I i)<rk(I i)+rk(E i) 
is immediate from looking at the row spaces, we have 
rk(I i)<rk(f( i)+rk(z i), 
and it is in this weaker form that the Frobenius inequality makes sense in 
the Jordan setting. 
Recall from [ 10, (1.3)] that a Peirce grading of a Jordan pair V is a 
decomposition V” = Vg @ VyO Vq (a = k) satisfying the multiplication 
rules for Peirce spaces but not necessarily arising from a Peirce decomposi- 
tion with respect to an idempotent. A typical example is a block decom- 
position of matrices, with V;, I’:, VT consisting of all matrices of the forms 
respectively. Then 
EV’of, x,= E v:, x = 
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and the inequality becomes 
rk(x, + x,) < rk(x,) + rk(x), 
which is true in general (cf. Theorem 4 below). We first prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 7. Let V be nondegenerate with principal dcc, and let x = x, + x2 
be the decomposition of an element x E Vi with respect to a Peirce grading. 
Then 
rk(x, + Lx,) d rk(x, +x2) 
for all A E k. 
Proof By regularity, x, = Q(x,) y for some y E V-, and decomposing 
y=y,+y,+y,weseex,=Q(x,)y,.Hencex,=e+ ispartofanidempo- 
tent e= (e,, e- ) = (x1, Q(yI) x,) E V,. From the multiplication rules for a 
Peirce grading it is immediate that the V, are stable under the Peirce 
projections relative to e, and we have a simultaneous decomposition 
V = @ V,,, where V,,, = Vi n V,(e). Decompose x2 = xc,,) + xczl) + xc,,) 
accordingly. Then an e-elementary transform of x, + Lx, is 
B(iX~2~~T e~)(lx,+x,)=~x,+B(~x(,,,, ec)e+ 
= b + e, - Axc2,) + Q(llx,,,,) e 
= (e + + +,,,) + Ix~,,,. 
Here e + + 2x(,,) E V:(e) is orthogonal to ixcZO, E V:(e). Hence by (7) of 
Proposition 3, 
rk(x, + Ax,) = rk(e+ + ;Ix(,,,) + rk(L~(,,,). 
Now xcZ2)~ Q(e+) V-, and by the multiplication rules for the V,,,, we 
have xcZ2) = Q(e+) yco2) for some yco2) E V& A computation shows 
Q(e+ + q22))(e- + ~~~~~~~ = e+ + P + B) ~2) 
for all ~1, /3 E k. Consequently, [e, + (2~ +/I) xcZ2)] c [e, + a~(,,~], there- 
fore the principal inner ideal [e + + ;Ix(,,)] is independent of A, and so is 
rk(e+ + Lx(,,)). On the other hand, multiplication by ,I is structural whence 
rk(~xc2,,) G rUxc20,) Y b Th. 3. This shows rk(x, + Lx,) < rk(e+ + xc,,)) + 
rk(x(,,,)=rk(x, +x,) by the computation above, specialized to the case 
A= 1. 
THEOREM 4. Let V= V,@ V, @ Vz be a Peirce grading of a non- 
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degenerate Jordan pair V with principal dcc, and let x =x0+x, +x2 be the 
corresponding decomposition of an element x E Vi. Then 
rk(x, + x,) 6 rk(x,) + rk(x). 
Proof: Extend x0 = c, to an idempotent c which, by a similar argument 
as above, may be chosen in VO. Then the Peirce decomposition relative 
to c is compatible with the given Peirce grading, and since CE V, we get 
V,(c) = vo, V-y(c) = (Cd-, v;(c)} c {v; v;“v”} c v;o vy, so v(,*) = 
V (22) = V(2,) - -0 and 
v2 = VQO)> v, = V(,l,O V(lO)> vo = V(,2,0 V/(0,) 0 V(oo), 
where V,,, = Vi n Vi(c). Thus x2 =x,~~,, x, =x,,,, + x(,~,, and x0=x,02, by 
definition of c. Then a c-elementary transform of x0+x, is 
B(xc,,,, c-)(x0+x1) 
= Bh,,, C-J c+ +B(xu,,, c- )b(,,) ++,o,) 
- c+ -xc,,,+ Qtxc,,,) c 
+x(ll)+x~Io) - h,~ c-, x(11) +XCIO,} + Q(xcll,) Q(c- 1 x, 
= c+ +(xw-Q(xc,,,,c- 1 
= 
x0 + (X(10) - U(20) 1, 
by the multiplication rules for the V,,,. Here u~20, = Q(xcl,,) C_ E v:,,, and 
therefore x (10) - ~(20) E Vi(c) is orthogonal to x0 = c, which implies 
rk(x, + x1) = rk(x,) + rk(x(,,, - U(20,). (*) 
Since C-E V; and X~E V:, we have B(x~,,,,c~)x,=x, whence 
Btxc,,,, c-)x = x0 + (x(,~, + (x~~~, - Undo,)) and, since x0 E V:(c) is 
orthogonal to xcIo, + (-920) - q*oJ E v,+ (CL 
rkb-4 = rWxo) + rWclo, + (+o, - qzoJ). (**) 
By the triangle inequality, rk(x,,,, - u(,,,) < rk(x(,,,) + rk(u(,,,), and by 
Corollary 1 of Th. 3, rk(u,,,,) = rk(Q(x,,,,) c-) < rk(cc) = rk(c+) = 
rk(x,). The special case I =0 of Lemma 7 yields rk(x(,,,) 6 
Mxclo, + (-qzoj - q2,) )). Hence by (*) and (**), 
rk(xo + xl) d rk(x,) + rWcloJ + rktq,,,) 
d rktx,) + rk(x,,,, + bc20j - q20J) + rktxo) 
= rk(x) + rk(x,), 
and the proof is complete. 
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